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IN OPEN DEFIANCE: UNCONSTITUTIONAL PRAYERS AT MUNICIPAL COUNCILS IN MANITOBA 
Abstract/Summary 
In its 2015 decision in Mouvement laïque québécois v. Saguenay (City), the Supreme Court of 
Canada found the practice of opening a municipal council meeting with a prayer to be a 
violation the state’s duty of religious neutrality. Despite this ruling, several municipalities across 
Canada have continued the practice. This study examines the prevalence of prayers at 
municipal council meetings in Manitoba since the Saguenay decision. After investigating the 
practices at regular and inaugural meetings of every municipality in Manitoba, we found six 
municipalities opened their 2018 inaugural council meetings with a prayer and four continue to 
open regular meetings with a prayer. 

Introduction to Project 
This is the second in a series of reports that explore the compliance of municipalities with the 
Saguenay decision. The BC Humanist Association research team is compiling reports on 
compliance with Saguenay for Canadian provinces and territories. Each will follow a similar 
model and method but will explore issues specific to the practice in those jurisdictions. The first 
report found that 23 municipalities in British Columbia opened their 2018 inaugural meetings 
with prayers. All these prayers were delivered by members of Christian clergy, 73.9% of whom 
were men. No regular council meetings were found to open with prayer in this province. In 
compiling these reports, we aim to encourage municipalities into compliance with Saguenay, 
making their council meetings more accessible and welcoming to people of all beliefs.  
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INTRODUCTION 
In 2015, the Supreme Court of Canada rendered its decision in the case of Mouvement laïque 
québécois v. Saguenay (Saguenay). The Court unanimously ruled that including prayer in 
municipal council meetings discriminated against non-religious citizens and could not be 
permitted under the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.1 The decision of the Court was clear: 
beginning municipal council meetings with a prayer represented a violation of the state’s duty of 
religious neutrality.  

Despite this ruling, we received reports that several municipalities across British Columbia (BC) 
began their 2018 inaugural meetings with a prayer (or prayers). As a result, we began to 
investigate the extent to which municipalities across Canada complied with the Saguenay 
decision. This report explores the extent to which municipalities in Manitoba adhere to the 
Saguenay decision. It is the second report published as part of this ongoing research project. 
The first documented 23 municipalities in BC that included prayer in their 2018 inaugural 
meetings.2  

In this report, our sample included all 120 incorporated municipalities in Manitoba; however, 
data were not available for 19 municipalities. Of the 101 municipalities we reviewed, we 
identified six that included prayer in their 2018 inaugural meetings. Four of these prayers were 
delivered by representatives of various Christian sects, with the remaining two being delivered 
by municipal council members. Four of the prayers were delivered by men. 

Four municipalities included prayer in their regular council meetings. Three of these meetings 
had prayers delivered by a member of council on a rotating basis, while the other opened with a 
prayer read by the mayor. One council opened meetings with a ‘moment of silent 
contemplation.’ We transcribed those prayers where audio video recordings were available, and 
these are included in the appendices. 

We wrote to those municipalities found to be violating Saguenay. Only two responded: The Rural 
Municipality of Rhineland asserted that councillors are no longer required to provide a prayer 
but are free to do so when it is their turn to open the meeting, which is carried out a rotating 
basis. The Rural Municipality of West St. Paul agreed to “replace the invocation with opening 
remarks in future meetings.”3 

 
1 Mouvement laïque québécois v. Saguenay (City), 2015, SCC 16 [2015] 2 S.C.R. 3. 
2 Phelps Bondaroff, T.N., Laurence, N., Prasad, R., Thom, A., Darveau-Morin, A. & Bushfield, I. (2020, 

September). “Duty of neutrality beyond Saguenay: Prayers at municipal councils in British Columbia.” BC 
Humanist Association. Available at https://www.bchumanist.ca/municipal_prayer (retrieved November 
7, 2021). 

3 L. Shaw, Municipal Legislative Officer for the Rural Municipality of West St. Paul, correspondence with 
the author, January 26, 2021. 

https://www.bchumanist.ca/municipal_prayer
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THE SAGUENAY DECISION  
In December 2006, Alain Simoneau, a resident of Saguenay, Quebec, raised a concern about the 
opening of municipal council meetings with prayer. As an atheist, Simoneau felt uncomfortable 
with the displays of religion while attending meetings and asked the Mayor to stop the 
practice.4 After the Mayor ignored his request, Simoneau turned to the Commission des droits 
de la personne et des droits de la jeunesse (CDPDJ), a body created under the Quebec Charter 
tasked with investigating violations under that Charter.5 After investigating the alleged 
discrimination on the basis of religion, the CJPD determined that the prayer was discriminatory 
but chose not to pursue further action.6 

In July 2008, Simoneau, with the assistance of Mouvement laïque québécois (MLQ), filed a case 
with the Quebec Human Rights Tribunal (the Tribunal).7 The Tribunal ruled that the “prayer was 
religious and was a breach of religious neutrality,” ordered the prayer to cease, and awarded 
Simoneau $30,000 in damages.8 The Quebec Court of Appeal (Court of Appeal) reviewed the 
case and reversed the decision of the Tribunal, concluded that state neutrality “does not require 
the state to abstain from involvement in religious matters,” and determined that Simoneau had 
not been discriminated against.9 

In October of 2014, the Supreme Court of Canada reviewed the case and prior decisions made 
by the Tribunal and the Court of Appeal. The Supreme Court ruled that the Tribunal was correct 
to order the Saguenay Council to “cease reciting a prayer in the municipal council chamber.”10 
Although the Canadian and Quebec Charters do not explicitly impose a duty for the state to 
remain neutral in matters of religion and belief, the Court rules that in order to protect the 
“variety of beliefs” under the Canadian Charter, the state must maintain true neutrality.11 Justice 
Gascon, author of the Saguenay decision, elaborated that 

 
4 Saguenay, Paras. 6 and 8. 
5 Ibid. Para. 8; and see Commission des droits de la personne et des droits de la jeunesse (CDPDJ). (n.d). 

“La commision: Origine et mission.” 
6 Ibid. Para. 10. 
7 Ibid. Para. 11. 
8 Ibid. Paras. 15-17. 
9 Ibid. Paraw. 20 and 22. 
10 Ibid. Paras. 151, 155, 160, and 161. 
11 Ibid. Paras. 68 and 71. 
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True neutrality is concerned not with a strict separation of church and state on 
questions related to religious thought. The purpose of neutrality is instead to 
ensure that the state is, and appears to be, open to all points of view regardless 
of their spiritual basis. Far from requiring separation, true neutrality requires that 
the state neither favour nor hinder any religion, and that it abstain from taking 
any position on this subject. Even if a religious practice engaged in by the state 
is ‘inclusive,’ it may nevertheless exclude non-believers.12 

He concluded that no matter how inclusive the prayer, the Mayor and Council used their public 
powers to engage in a practice where they “adopted or favoured one belief to the exclusion of 
others” while acting on behalf of the state, and thus turning council meetings into a “preferential 
space for people with theistic beliefs.”13 Furthermore, Justice Gascon elaborated that the state 
has a “democratic imperative” to pursue “true neutrality” as this ensures that institutions, such 
as municipal council meetings, are a “neutral public space that is free of discrimination and in 
which true freedom to believe or not to believe is enjoyed by everyone equally.”14 We provide a 
detailed exploration of the Saguenay decision in Appendix A. Ultimately, the Saguenay ruling was 
clear: regardless of the content, municipal council meetings cannot include prayer.  

“Far from requiring separation, true neutrality requires  
that the state neither favour nor hinder any religion,  

and that it abstain from taking any position on this subject.” 
Justice Gascon 

 
12 Ibid. Para. 137. 
13 Ibid. Paras. 113 and 120. 
14 Ibid. Paras. 73-75. 
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METHODOLOGY   
Canada-Wide Municipal Prayer Survey 
Given the Saguenay decision, no municipal council meeting in Canada should begin with or 
include prayer. However, after receiving reports that several municipalities in BC included prayer 
as part of their 2018 inaugural meetings, we launched an investigation into the continued 
prevalence of the practice. We identified 23 municipalities of 162 in the province that included 
prayer(s) in their 2018 inaugural meeting. Our findings are detailed in the Duty of neutrality 
beyond Saguenay report.15  

We have since expanded the scope of our investigation to all municipalities in every province 
and territory, starting with the 50 most populous municipalities in each province or territory.16 In 
the case of Manitoba, we found a considerable number of municipalities continued to include 
prayers in their meetings, so we opted to investigate all municipalities in the province.  

Manitoba Survey 
For each municipality in Manitoba, members of our research team visited the municipal website 
and located the agenda, minutes, and, where possible, an audio/video recording of the first 
council meeting following the most recent election held in 2018. This was the first inaugural 
meeting held post-Saguenay. We named these meetings ‘inaugural meeting,’ as they are often 
ceremonial in nature and include the swearing in of newly elected officials. These materials 
were then reviewed to verify whether the meeting included a prayer or prayers. Municipalities 
found to have included prayer(s) in their inaugural meeting were recorded, along with additional 
information regarding the person who delivered the prayer.  

 
15 Phelps Bondaroff, T.N., Laurence, N., Prasad, R., Thom, A., Darveau-Morin, A., & Bushfield, I. (2020, 

September). “Duty of neutrality beyond Saguenay: Prayers at municipal councils in British Columbia.” BC 
Humanist Association. Available at https://www.bchumanist.ca/municipal_prayer (retrieved December 
26, 2020).  

16 Population data based on: Statistics Canada. (2017a). Population and dwelling counts, for Canada, 
provinces and territories, and census subdivisions (municipalities), 2016 and 2011 censuses (table). 
Population and Dwelling Count Highlight Tables. 2016 Census. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 98-402-
X2016001. Ottawa. Released February 8, 2017. Available at https://tinyurl.com/statscan2016 (retrieved 
October 22, 2020). 

https://www.bchumanist.ca/municipal_prayer
https://tinyurl.com/statscan2016
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To verify whether regular meetings of councils included prayer(s), we randomly selected three 
to five recent meetings of the council (post-April 2015 and therefore after Saguenay) and 
examined the agendas, minutes, and, where possible, any audio/video recordings of these 
meetings for prayer(s). If we were unable to find agendas, minutes, or recordings of inaugural or 
regular council meetings, we contacted the municipality directly by email and/or phone. 

While we did not classify them as prayers, we made note of the inclusion of Indigenous 
territorial acknowledgements and welcome ceremonies at inaugural and regular meetings. This 
was done to gain a better understanding of the extent to which Indigenous content is 
incorporated into municipal council meetings. While largely symbolic, these elements can serve 
to further the goal of reconciliation.  

During the BC survey, we found several municipalities included Indigenous ‘blessings’ and 
‘invocations’ as part of their inaugural meetings. Classifying these elements is complex, and the 
line between a traditional welcome, an invocation, and a blessing is often blurry. It is unclear as 
to whether an Indigenous ‘blessing’ should or could be considered equivalent to a prayer 
emanating from a proselytizing faith tradition, something we explore in greater detail below. We 
made note of these elements when gathering data, but to treat them as distinct from prayers. 

When prayers were identified, we recorded the name, affiliation, and gender of the person 
delivering the prayer. We also made note of any procedures and practices surrounding prayers, 
recording, for example, whether prayers were delivered by the mayor at the beginning of each 
meeting, whether the task rotated among members, or if the prayer were delivered by a guest. 
To better understand the procedures surrounding these prayers, we examined additional 
meeting minutes and agendas, and if the procedures were still unclear, the municipality was 
contacted for clarification.  

To capture the specific content of the prayers, we transcribed the prayers when audio or video 
recordings were available. For prayers delivered at regular sessions, we randomly selected three 
meetings and transcribed those prayers (see Appendices B and C). Note that most 
municipalities did not have audiovisual records of meetings, and in many cases, 
agendas/minutes would only make note of the name (and affiliation) of the person who 
delivered the prayer; therefore, we were only able to provide transcriptions of prayers in regular 
sessions for the City of Winnipeg.  

We also wanted to determine whether change in practices had occurred as a result of the 
Saguenay decision. To accomplish this, we inspected the minutes of the 2014 and 2010 
inaugural meetings and the minutes of three randomly selected regular meetings prior to April 
2015 for evidence of prayer.  

It is important to note that the status of municipalities in Manitoba changed over the period 
studied. On January 1, 2015, 107 municipalities were amalgamated into 47 to meet a new 
provincial government minimum population requirement of 1,000 people for a jurisdiction to 
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qualify as an incorporated municipality.17 To capture these changes, two columns were added 
to the dataset: the first specified whether or not a municipality was a part of the 2015 
amalgamations, and the second listed the former pre-2015 municipalities. Minutes from former 
municipalities were reviewed; however, we found that none of the former or newly amalgamated 
municipalities had previously included prayers in their meetings. 

Based on the findings from our study of BC, we hypothesized that inaugural meetings were 
more likely to include prayer(s) as compared to regular council or committee sessions.18 
Inaugural meetings tend to include more ceremonial elements, presentations from visiting 
dignitaries, oaths of office, and similar performative elements and protocol. Religious elements, 
such as prayers, are sometimes included as part of these ceremonial elements by those 
operating under the belief that doing so solemnifies the proceedings.19 

  

 
17 Government of Manitoba. (2020, November 5). List of Consolidated Regulations with “amalgamation”. 

Available at http://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/regs/index.php?srch=amalgamation&act=0&am=0 (retrieved 
November 9, 2020). 

18 Phelps Bondaroff et al. 2020, September.  
19 See Phelps Bondaroff, T.N., Bushfield, I., Marshall, K.E., Prasad, R., & Laurence, N. (2019, September). 

“House of prayers: An analysis of prayers in the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia, 2003-2019.” 
BC Humanist Association, 1-138, 35-36. Available at 
https://www.bchumanist.ca/house_of_prayers_report (retrieved August 27, 2020). For discussions of 
‘civic religion’ and ‘ceremonial deism’ see Delahunty, R.J. (2007). “’Varied carols’: Legislative prayer in a 
pluralist polity.” Creighton Law Review, 40, 529; and Marshall, W. P. (2002). “The limits of secularism: 
public religious expression in moments of national crisis and tragedy.” Notre Dame Law Review, 78(1), 
11-33. 

http://web2.gov.mb.ca/laws/regs/index.php?srch=amalgamation&act=0&am=0
https://www.bchumanist.ca/house_of_prayers_report
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FINDINGS 
Prayers in Inaugural Meetings 
From a sample of the 101 Manitoba municipalities (from which we were able to collect 
information), we found six included prayers in their 2018 inaugural meetings (Table 1). Of these 
prayers, four (66.7%) were delivered by men; by comparison, according to the 2016 Census 
49.4% of Manitobans were male.20 Furthermore, four (66.7%) of these prayers were delivered by 
representatives of various Christian sects; by comparison 68.4% of Manitobans identified as 
Christian in the 2011 National Household Survey.21 The remaining two prayers were delivered by 
members of municipal councils. We could not ascertain the religious content or affiliation of the 
prayers, as there were no recordings available for those meetings.  

Table 1 - Manitoba municipalities with prayer in their 2018 inaugural council meeting.  

Municipality Population Name of Person 
Delivering Prayer Affiliation Religion Gender 

Steinbach 15,829 Pastor Rob Balfour Calvary Chapel Christian Male 
Hanover 15,733 Reeve Stan Toews N/A N/A Male 

Springfield 15,342 Minister Maureen 
McCartney 

Oakbank United 
Church Christian Female 

Winkler 12,660 Pastor Claude Lainey Gospel Mission 
Church Christian Male 

Stanley 8,969 Bishop David E Wiebe Retired22 Christian Male 
West St. Paul 5,368 Mayor Cheryl Christian N/A N/A Female 

 

Minutes from the City of Morden’s 2018 inaugural council meeting indicate a “Paster [sic] 
Greetings” was delivered by Peter Cantelon, then the Executive Director of the Canadian Fossil 
Discovery Centre.23 The Mayor of Morden reached out to us to state that this was a secular 

 
20 Statistics Canada. (2017b). Manitoba [Province] and Canada [Country] (table). Census Profile. 

2016 Census. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 98-316-X2016001. Ottawa. Released 
November 29, 2017. Available at https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-
pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E (retrieved November 6, 2020). 

21 Statistics Canada. (2013). Manitoba (Code 46) (table). National Household Survey (NHS) Profile. 
2011 National Household Survey. Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 99-004-XWE. Ottawa. Released 
September 11, 2013. 
http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E (retrieved November 6, 
2020). 

22 Vandermeulen, G. (2018, November 12). “R.M. of Stanley council back to work.” Regina Leader-Post. 
Available at https://leaderpost.com/news/local-news/r-m-of-stanley-council-back-to-work (retrieved 
Mar 23, 2022). 

23 City of Morden. (2018, November 5). “City of Morden organization and regular meeting minutes.” 

https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E
https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E
http://www12.statcan.gc.ca/nhs-enm/2011/dp-pd/prof/index.cfm?Lang=E
https://leaderpost.com/news/local-news/r-m-of-stanley-council-back-to-work
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presentation and the title on the minutes was likely a holdover from previous councils before 
Saguenay.24 

Prayers in Regular Meetings 
Four Manitoba municipalities, from a sample of 118 (from which we were able to collect 
information) included prayer in regular meetings. All four municipalities had prayers written by 
the person delivering the prayer: One opened the meeting with a prayer read by the mayor (West 
St. Paul), and three opened the meeting with a prayer delivered by a member of council on a 
rotating basis (Winnipeg, Hanover, and Rhineland). The City of Selkirk, unique in Manitoba, 
opened its regular meetings with a “moment of silent contemplation.”25 

Table 2 - Manitoba municipalities with prayer at regular council meetings. 

Municipality Population Prayer 
Winnipeg 705,244 Rotates among councillors 
Hanover 15,733 Rotates among councillors 
Rhineland 5,945 Rotates among councillors 
West St. Paul 5,368 Mayor 

 

Indigenous Content in Council Meetings 
Several municipalities also included Indigenous content in their council meetings, such as an 
Indigenous welcome ceremony or territorial acknowledgement. These elements were not 
considered to constitute a prayer, but rather as an important symbolic component to 
reconciliation. We explore the complexities of these rituals in greater detail in the discussion 
below. 

We recorded four instances of territorial acknowledgments at inaugural meetings: Thompson, 
Portage La Prairie, The Pas and Rosser. Three of the four were delivered by representatives of 
local Indigenous communities. Additionally, the City of Winnipeg had a Métis Elder deliver a 
blessing (reproduced in Appendix B).26 Table 3 lists these municipalities. 

Three municipalities include territorial acknowledgements as part of their regular council 
meetings: Winnipeg, Dauphin, and Rosser. Each of these were delivered by the individual 

 
24 Burley, B., Mayor of Morden, correspondence with the author March 25, 2022. 
25 See for example City of Selkirk. (2021, August 23). “Agenda: Regular meeting of council, 23 August 

2021.” Available at https://selkirk.civicweb.net/Portal/MeetingInformation.aspx?Id=1063 (retrieved 
August 29, 2021). 

26 City of Winnipeg. (2018, November 6). “November 6, 2018 council special meeting minutes (adopted).” 
Available at http://clkapps.winnipeg.ca/dmis/ViewDoc.asp?DocId=17403 (retrieved November 13, 
2020); and see University of Manitoba. (2020). “Elder profiles.” Available at 
http://umanitoba.ca/indigenous/culture-and-protocol/elder-profiles (retrieved November 13, 2020). 

https://selkirk.civicweb.net/Portal/MeetingInformation.aspx?Id=1063
http://clkapps.winnipeg.ca/dmis/ViewDoc.asp?DocId=17403
http://umanitoba.ca/indigenous/culture-and-protocol/elder-profiles
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chairing the meeting: the Speaker for Winnipeg, the Mayor for Dauphin, and the Reeve for 
Rosser. 

Table 3 - Manitoba municipalities with Indigenous content in their 2018 inaugural council 
meetings. 

Municipality Population Person Delivering Content 
Description in 
minutes 

Gender 

Winnipeg 705,244 Métis Elder Norman Meade Blessing Male 
Thompson 
(City) 

13,678 
Mathias Columb Cree Nation 
Elder Marie Ballantyne 

Opening prayer27 
Female 

Portage la 
Prairie (City) 

13,304 
Dakota Tipi First Nations 
Elder Darryl Taylor 

Invocation/prayer28 
Male 

The Pas 5,369 
Opaskwayak Cree Nation 
Chief Christian Sinclair 

“some type of 
prayer” 29 

Male 

Rosser (Rural 
Municipality) 

1,372 Reeve Frances Smee 
Territorial 
acknowledgement 

Female 

 

Content of Prayers 
We can only offer a limited report on the content of the prayers as only the Cities of Winnipeg 
and Steinbach had publicly accessible recordings. Winnipeg opens its regular council sessions 
with a prayer and included a lengthy Indigenous blessing at its 2018 inaugural meeting. A 
transcript of the Indigenous blessing is reproduced in Appendix B. Three randomly selected 
prayers from regular meetings are reproduced in Appendix C. The prayers delivered at regular 
Winnipeg council meetings are delivered by council members on a rotating basis, with content 
varying considerably. As apparent from the small sample of prayers in Appendix C, content 
ranges from what could be classified as a secular invocation, to an ecumenical prayer of 
thanksgiving.  

We were able to locate and transcribe the prayer that was included in the City of Steinbach’s 
2018 inaugural meeting. This prayer, delivered by Pastor Bob Balfour of Calvary Church, is 

 
27 City of Thompson. (2018, November 7). “Inaugural meeting of council.” Available at 

https://thompson.allnetmeetings.com/pubs/publicMinutes.aspx?minutesID=A973B58D-FE44-49E4-
AC4C-EC680C6C27C9 (retrieved November 13, 2020). 

28 City of Portage la Prairie. (2018, October 29). “Inaugural council meeting.” Available at 
http://cityportage.allnetmeetings.com/pubs/publicMinutes.aspx?minutesID=883BD642-3011-409B-
ACE0-5E850A0337A3 (retrieved November 13, 2020). 

29 “Chief Christian Sinclair from Opaskwayak Cree Nation was in attendance and did some type of prayer 
and there was territorial acknowledgement – Treaty Land No. 5 I believe.” This was not recorded nor 
were minutes taken. J. Early, Assistant Chief Administrative Officer for the Town of the Pas, 
correspondence with the author August 26, 2020. 

https://thompson.allnetmeetings.com/pubs/publicMinutes.aspx?minutesID=A973B58D-FE44-49E4-AC4C-EC680C6C27C9
https://thompson.allnetmeetings.com/pubs/publicMinutes.aspx?minutesID=A973B58D-FE44-49E4-AC4C-EC680C6C27C9
http://cityportage.allnetmeetings.com/pubs/publicMinutes.aspx?minutesID=883BD642-3011-409B-ACE0-5E850A0337A3
http://cityportage.allnetmeetings.com/pubs/publicMinutes.aspx?minutesID=883BD642-3011-409B-ACE0-5E850A0337A3
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lengthy (1,494 words), overtly religious and explicitly Christian in nature. For example, the prayer 
included the following: 

“You are our new elected government, and I just want to share a few words from 
scripture to remind us that government is God’s idea. First of all, God considers 
himself in government. I believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, as many people do, 
because it’s true. And the Lord Jesus Christ, we call him that because he is in 
government. He is a lord. And he rules. And he has decided that us as his image 
bearers should have government on the earth and should imitate his rule in the 
earth by having an authority that is meant for good in a world that tends towards 
not, good if left on our own.”30  

The prayer continues along the lines of a sermon and quotes the New Testament at length (see 
Appendix C for full transcript).  

Potential Sources of Error 
Despite exhaustive searches of municipal council websites, writing directly to municipalities and 
making phone calls to municipal clerks and staff, we were unable to find information regarding 
the contents of the inaugural meetings of 21 municipalities and the contents of regular 
meetings of two municipalities.  

Prayer remains a feature of other levels of government in Canada: daily sessions of the 
Legislative Assembly of Manitoba open with the speaker reading a standard ‘non-
denominational’ prayer and the Canadian Parliament (both the House of Commons and Senate) 
open with prayer.31 In the case of Parliament, the public is excluded from the chambers for the 
duration of the prayer, a practice that mirrors the UK Parliament.32 The possibility exists for 
prayer to be included in a municipal council meeting but not referenced in the agenda or 
minutes of that meeting. We did not observe such a practice in the audio/visual recordings of 
meetings that were available, so we conclude such a possibility is unlikely. Furthermore, 
agendas and minutes typically document all dignitaries involved in the ceremonies in some 
detail, and our research team did not note the inclusion of any such individuals during their 
investigations. 

 
30 City of Steinbach. (November 6, 2018). “Inaugural city council meeting – November 6, 2018”. Available 

at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6S0vIZTIX88&t=295s (retrieved November 13, 2020). 
31 Phelps Bondaroff, T.N., Prasad, R., Laurence, N., Darveau-Morin, A., Bushfield, I. & Thom, A. (2021, 

December). “Legislative prayer across Canada.” BC Humanist Association. Available at 
https://www.bchumanist.ca/prayer-across-canada (retrieved March 21, 2022). 

32 See for example Fizet, C. (2010, June 2). “Reopening the discussion on the use of ‘the Lord’s Prayer’ in 
the Ontario Legislature.” Paper presented at the 2010 Annual Meeting of the Canadian Political Science 
Association, Concordia University, Montreal, Canada, p. 2; and MacMinn, E,G. (2008). Parliamentary 
practice in British Columbia. 4th Ed. Government of British Columbia, p.56.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6S0vIZTIX88&t=295s
https://www.bchumanist.ca/prayer-across-canada
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Councillors praying on their own or in a small group in private prior to a meeting may also occur, 
but as a private or informal practice, it would not violate the state’s duty of religious neutrality as 
outlined in Saguenay. 

Municipal Responses 
We wrote to the municipalities that were found to have included prayer in their inaugural or 
regular meetings (see Appendix D). Specifically, we asked that steps be taken to ensure that 
future inaugural and regular sessions be made compliant with Saguenay and not include an 
invocation or prayer.  

Only two municipalities have responded as of March 2022. The Rural Municipality of Rhineland 
noted that councillors were no longer required to provide a prayer but were free to do so when it 
was their turn to open the meeting, which occurs on a rotating basis. Councillors are free to 
open the meeting however they see fit, and the municipality stated that  

“sometimes councillors read Devotions/Short Stories/Prayers or fables (Any 
domination or faith) as part of the opening or sometimes comment of recent 
events or news in our region. Other councillors use the opening to recognize 
outstanding achievement of community members/organizations or sporting 
teams.”33  

The Rural Municipality of West St. Paul Council agreed in late January 2021 to “replace the 
invocation with opening remarks in future meetings.”34 Reviewing the minutes of more recent 
meetings, we confirmed that between the regular council meetings of February 4 and February 
25, 2021, the practice changed from an ‘invocation’ to ‘opening remarks,’ which have been read 
by the mayor.35 

The Rural Municipality of West St. Paul Council 
agreed in late January 2021 to “replace the  

invocation with opening remarks in future meetings.” 

 
33 M. Rempel, Chief Administrative Officer for the Rural Municipality of Rhineland, correspondence with 

the author, January 26, 2021. 
34 L. Shaw, Municipal Legislative Officer for the Rural Municipality of West St. Paul, correspondence with 

the author, January 26, 2021 
35 See for example Rural Municipality of West St. Paul. (2021, January 28). “Meeting agenda.” Available at 

https://weststpaul.allnetmeetings.com/pubs/publicAgenda.aspx?aId=3DA323DC-C853-44B0-B265-
7BD0ED04DCEB (retrieved November 18, 2021); and Rural Municipality of West St. Paul. (2021, February 
25). “Meeting agenda.” Available at 
https://weststpaul.allnetmeetings.com/pubs/publicAgenda.aspx?aId=F2EEBD3F-A7B4-4EE0-81AA-
71A041AD2D65 (retrieved November 18, 2021). 

https://weststpaul.allnetmeetings.com/pubs/publicAgenda.aspx?aId=3DA323DC-C853-44B0-B265-7BD0ED04DCEB
https://weststpaul.allnetmeetings.com/pubs/publicAgenda.aspx?aId=3DA323DC-C853-44B0-B265-7BD0ED04DCEB
https://weststpaul.allnetmeetings.com/pubs/publicAgenda.aspx?aId=F2EEBD3F-A7B4-4EE0-81AA-71A041AD2D65
https://weststpaul.allnetmeetings.com/pubs/publicAgenda.aspx?aId=F2EEBD3F-A7B4-4EE0-81AA-71A041AD2D65
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When we initially reached out to the City of Winnipeg, which opens its regular sessions with a 
prayer delivered by a council member on a rotating basis, we received no response. A Winnipeg 
Sun article, published shortly after the Saguenay decision was released, quoted Council Speaker 
Devi Sharma, who “confirmed late Tuesday [May 26, 2015] that the city has completed a review 
of prayer prior to council meetings and opted to keep the practice.”36 

We requested a copy of the review under Manitoba’s Freedom of Information and Protection of 
Privacy Act (FIPPA). We were told at first that “a search for records was conducted and no 
responsive records were located. The review in question was a legal opinion that did not result 
in a report,” and the request was refused under section 12(1)(c)(i) of FIPPA (letter reproduced in 
Appendix E).37 Upon further inquiry, we were informed that “the legal opinion in question was 
provided orally and was summarized in a briefing note on the matter to the City Clerk.”38 We 
requested the written briefing note and after “a line-by-line review of the record to determine 
whether access to it can be granted in part or in full under FIPPA”39 was conducted, we were 
sent a nearly completely redacted copy of the briefing note (see Appendix F). We can note that 
the review was completed on May 7, 2015, a mere three weeks after the Supreme Court of 
Canada rendered its decision in Saguenay on April 15. To our knowledge, the City of Winnipeg 
has not reconsidered the issue in the following seven years. 

  

 
36 Pursaga, J. (2015, May 26). “Council to keep praying despite Supreme Court.” Winnipeg Sun. Available 

at https://winnipegsun.com/2015/05/26/council-to-keep-praying-despite-supreme-
court/wcm/648111d5-0f0e-46d8-8006-093f3f9b736c. (retrieved November 5, 2020). 

37 Section 12(1) of FIPPA reads: In a response under section 11, the head of the public body shall inform 
the applicant… (c) if access to the record or part of the record is refused, … (i) in the case of a record 
that does not exist or cannot be located, that the record does not exist or cannot be located. 

38 C. Fehr, Access and Privacy Coordinator, City of Winnipeg, Correspondence with authors, February 10, 
2021.  

39 C. Fehr, Access and Privacy Coordinator, City of Winnipeg, Correspondence with authors, February 11, 
2021. 

https://winnipegsun.com/2015/05/26/council-to-keep-praying-despite-supreme-court/wcm/648111d5-0f0e-46d8-8006-093f3f9b736c
https://winnipegsun.com/2015/05/26/council-to-keep-praying-despite-supreme-court/wcm/648111d5-0f0e-46d8-8006-093f3f9b736c
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DISCUSSION 

Prayer in Council Meetings 
We identified 14 municipalities in Manitoba that included prayer in their inaugural council 
meetings in 2014: Winnipeg, Steinbach, Hanover, Springfield, Thompson (City), Winkler, St. 
Andrews, Tache, Stanley, Morden, West St. Paul, Altona, Minnedosa and Ste. Anne (Rural 
Municipality).40 St. Andrew, Tache, Altona, Minnedosa and Ste. Anne discontinued the practice 
in their 2018 inaugural meetings. Springfield, Winkler, St. Andrews, Tache, Morden, La Broquerie 
and Ste. Anne included prayer in their regular meetings but discontinued the practice after April 
2015.  

Although there is no direct evidence that the Saguenay decision was the determining factor 
influencing these changes, several municipalities across Manitoba chose to end the practice of 
including prayer in their regular council meetings following Saguenay. Despite this trend there 
are a few prominent outliers; most conspicuously the City of Winnipeg, which continues to 
include prayer in their regular council meetings. 

Several municipalities across Manitoba  
chose to end the practice of including prayer in their  

regular council meetings following Saguenay. 

Given that our survey of BC municipalities only found prayers in inaugural meetings, it was 
surprising to find multiple Manitoban municipalities including prayer in their regular meetings. 
Prayer is sometimes included in meetings and events, along with other ceremonial elements, as 
a means of solemnizing those occasions. Municipal council inaugural meetings include 
elements such as the singing of the national anthem, bagpipers, drummers, songs, processions, 
speeches, etc. The idea that a prayer can serve to add solemnity to such an event is 
longstanding and pervasive.41 The concept is particularly strong in US jurisprudence, where it 
has often been posited that a prayer serves a ‘secular’ solemnizing purpose.42  

Under this view, the prayer serves as a form of ‘ceremonial deism’ that is supposed to be an 
expression of a ‘non-theological civil religion,’ one that has allegedly had its religious content 

 
40 From a sample of 82 municipalities for which information was available. 
41 See Phelps Bondaroff et al. 2019: 35-37; and see also Marshall 2002. 
42 Marshall 2002:23. 
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and significance stripped through rote repetition.43 This reasoning has been used to justify the 
inclusion of the word ‘God’ in the American Pledge of Allegiance and the inclusion of songs 
such as ‘God Bless America’ in government events.44 The argument is essentially that the vague 
god of this civil religion, stripped of any sectarian characteristics, serves to unify people around 
a shared symbol and language. However, as argued in House of Prayers, “this effect is lost in a 
diverse society that contains non-believers or members of religious traditions who might find 
this generic ‘off-brand’ god offensive.”45  

The inclusion of prayer as a ‘special solemnizing feature’ of an inaugural meeting has the effect 
of elevating a religious practice and thereby preferencing religious belief over non-belief. The 
inclusion of even the most generic, non-sectarian prayer still excludes many and constitutes a 
violation of the state’s duty of religious neutrality. This point was underscored in Saguenay: “a 
prayer, even a non-denominational one, is a religious practice that excludes atheists and 
agnostics.”46 This applies to the inclusion of prayer in a regular or an inaugural municipal 
council meeting.  

Winnipeg – Open Defiance 
Following Saguenay, the City of Winnipeg conducted a review of its procedures regarding prayer 
at council meetings (see Appendix F).47 Despite the clarity of Saguenay, in May 2015, Winnipeg 
City Councillors chose to continue reciting prayers during regular meetings.48 They seemingly 
did so under the belief that their procedure did not violate Saguenay. Councillor and Speaker 
Sharma observed that “unlike the practice in Saguenay, we have a non-discriminatory, open 
practice which encourages participation from everyone. No belief is excluded or discriminated 
(upon) with the practice we have.”49 As described by Sharma, the procedure in question is that 

each councillor, in a monthly rotation, would be given the opportunity to recite a 
new non-denominational invocation, or an invocation of their choosing, including 
a meditation or moment of silence. Notably, the non-denominational invocation 
does not reference the words ‘God’ or ‘The Lord,’… Councillors are free to say 
what they feel is appropriate. Often councillors read a prayer from different 
religions, in tribute and recognition of their ward citizens' many faiths, or recite 

 
43 Justice Brennan’s dissent in Lynch v. Donnelly, cited by Ibid. 
44 Delahunty 2007:529. 
45 Phelps Bondaroff et al. 2019:36; and for additional discussion see Marshall 2002:19-20. 
46 Saguenay, Para. 92. 
47 Pursaga, J. (2015, April 15). “Council might not have a prayer.” Winnipeg Sun. Available at 

https://winnipegsun.com/2015/04/15/council-praying-on-answer (retrieved December 26, 2020).  
48 Pursaga 2015, May 26. 
49 Ibid. 

https://winnipegsun.com/2015/04/15/council-praying-on-answer
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words of wisdom from philosophical traditions, again often recognizing the 
ethnic diversity of their wards.50 

As Sharma elaborated in an interview,  

by following this open practice, councillors are honouring the multi-ethnic 
diversity of our great city and are not bound by any one religion. By ensuring 
inclusivity, that we recognize all religions and faiths, and maintaining neutrality, 
council has ensured that it is in compliance with the Supreme Court ruling.51  

Sharma’s choice of words is telling. The stated goal is to recognize ‘all religions and faiths;’ 
however, this is far from the most neutral position. It is an impossible goal and one that 
reinforces a particular view of what constitutes a religion, excluding non-believers and a wide 
range of faith traditions.  

Municipal Prayer is Never Representative 
To begin with, there is the practical matter of representing all faiths and religions through the 
practice of legislative prayer, which is not possible. Bushfield and Phelps Bondaroff explore this 
in considerable detail in Arbiters of Faith.52 There are a host of factors that render impossible 
the representation of all belief systems through legislative prayer. Given the multiplicity of faith 
traditions present in Winnipeg, council could never hope to recognize each of these traditions, 
especially given the format it has adopted. Relying on individual councillors to select content for 
prayers limits the range of possible faith traditions to those within the experience of those 
councillors, including all the concomitant biases, preconceptions and limitations that one could 
reasonably expect from such a process.  

Given the multiplicity of faith traditions present in Winnipeg, 
council could never hope to recognize each of these traditions, 

especially given the format it has adopted. 

Not all faith traditions can be represented through prayer at council meetings, and it may not be 
appropriate or respectful for a councillor to deliver the prayers of certain faith traditions. The 
procedures and protocols surrounding prayer in council meetings may be perceived as 

 
50 Kives, B. (2016, September 28). “City council prayer tradition violates rights, Winnipeg man says.” CBC 

News. Available at https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/council-meeting-prayer-1.3782608 
(retrieved December 26, 2020). 

51 Ibid. 
52 For a detailed analysis of this see Bushfield, I., & Phelps Bondaroff, T.N. (2020). “Arbiters of faith: 

Legislative Assembly of BC entanglement with religious dogma resulting from legislative 
prayer.” Secularism and Nonreligion, 9, p.8.  

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/council-meeting-prayer-1.3782608
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“trivializing a sacred practice.”53 As noted by Delahunty, to reduce prayer to something that is 
“ceremonial and instrumental – to idolatry” could very well be perceived as insulting and 
insensitive to a variety of faith traditions.54 Many faith traditions have strict conventions and 
rules regarding prayer, such as requirements concerning the timing and location of the prayers, 
or characteristics, gender, hygiene or even clothing of the person delivering the prayer, or the 
types and number of other people who may or may not be present during the recitation of a 
prayer. Some faith traditions have prohibitions against ostentatious public prayer.55 Not all faith 
traditions have performative or verbalizable elements that could be considered as prayer.  

Municipal Prayer is Never Universal 
The idea that the content of a ‘non-denominational’ or ‘secular prayer’ can appeal to some sort 
of shared universal value has been criticized by commentators and was rejected by Saguenay. 
Simply put, it is impossible to craft a prayer that is truly universal. No common denominator 
exists. Each potential word is saturated with assumptions – regarding reality and morality – 
that are not universally shared. As detailed in House of Prayers, “the simple choice of one word 
over another can serve to signal to the public that the state favours one denomination or 
interpretation over another, thereby excluding those who adhere to other interpretations.”56 As 
Delahunty explains, “however inclusionary or ecumenical a prayer is intended to be, it 
necessarily incorporates a particular theological viewpoint or belief.”57 Despite the intent of the 
speaker, “every prayer, by its very nature, reflects and conveys a particular system of beliefs 
about the nature of ultimate reality and is thus ‘sectarian.’”58 Or as Stone explained when 
discussing the issue of school prayer, “the very concept of a ‘nondenominational prayer’ is self-
contradictory.”59  

The belief that public prayer is an acceptable practice and one that can honour all (or many) 
faith traditions is a belief that is undergirded with multiple presumptions regarding what is a 
religion and what are acceptable religious practices. Such presumptions, however, are not 
shared by all. As Beaman explains, transmuting prayer into something that encapsulates 

universal and inclusive shared values… contributes to exclusionary practices in 
diverse societies. It does this by fabricating an entrenched vision and version of 

 
53 Phelps Bondaroff et al. 2019:23. 
54 Delahunty 2007. 
55 For example, some Christian’s may interpret the Bible verse in Matthew (6:5, New King James Version) 

as condemning ostentatious displays of public prayer: “And when you pray, you shall not be like the 
hypocrites. For they love to pray standing in the synagogues and on the corners of the streets, that they 
may be seen by men. Assuredly, I say to you, they have their reward.” 

56 Phelps Bondaroff et al. 2019:22. 
57 Delahunty 2007:522. 
58 Ibid. 
59 Stone, G.R. (1983). “In opposition to the school prayer amendment.” The University of Chicago Law 

Review, 50, 823-848; see also Delahunty 2007:523. 
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a history that belongs only to a particular segment of society, which is in turn 
located at the apex of a hierarchy of citizenship and belonging.60  

In other words, the act of starting a meeting with a prayer, regardless of the content of that 
prayer, is not a universal practice, and assuming that it is, is in and of itself a manifestation of 
the hegemony of one particular belief tradition.  

Municipal Prayer is Never Neutral 
A further the problem with Winnipeg’s defense of prayer is apparent when we consider the fact 
that its goal of recognizing all religions and faiths overtly excludes non-believers. The Saguenay 
ruling is very clear when it states that “even if a religious practice engaged in by the state is 
‘inclusive’, it may nevertheless exclude non-believers,”61 and that a “a prayer, even a non-
denominational one, is a religious practice that excludes atheists and agnostics.”62 This is why 
the state has a ‘democratic imperative’ to remain neutral by not engaging in any religious 
practices.63  

As such, by including prayer in its council meetings Winnipeg City Council is violating its duty of 
religious neutrality, regardless of whether the prayer is non-denominational. The act of including 
prayer in council meetings has the effect of “creating a hierarchy of beliefs and casting doubt on 
the value of those it does not share. It is also ranking the individuals who hold such beliefs.”64 
Including prayer in council meetings has the effect of ranking believers over non-believers, and 
those whose faith traditions include public prayer over those whose faith traditions do not.  

Including prayer in council meetings has the effect of ranking 
believers over non-believers, and those whose faith traditions  
include public prayer over those whose faith traditions do not. 

Saguenay was very clear in detailing what constitutes neutrality, noting that “true neutrality 
presupposes abstention, but it does not amount to a stand favouring one view over another. No 
such inference can be drawn from the state’s silence.”65 As Justice Gascon explains,  

Contrary to the respondents’ argument, abstaining does not amount to taking a 
stand in favour of atheism or agnosticism. The difference, which, although subtle, 
is important, can be illustrated easily. A practice according to which a 
municipality’s officials, rather than reciting a prayer, solemnly declared that the 

 
60 Beaman 2020. 
61 Saguenay, Para. 137. 
62 Ibid., Para. 92. 
63 Ibid., Para. 75. 
64 Ibid., Para. 70. 
65 Ibid., Para. 134.  
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council’s deliberations were based on a denial of God would be just as 
unacceptable. The state’s duty of neutrality would preclude such a position, the 
effect of which would be to exclude all those who believe in the existence of a 
deity.66 

Thus, we can infer nothing from the absence of prayer in the agenda of a municipal council 
meeting, other than the fact that the state is neutral on the matter. 

Saguenay was also very clear on the question of whether removing prayer impedes the rights of 
individual council members, concluding that it does not. As stressed by Justice Gascon, the key 
issue was “the state’s adherence, through its officials acting in the performance of their 
functions, to a religious belief.”67 While state officials are free to express their religious beliefs 
on a personal basis, they could not do so when acting in an official capacity, nor could they “use 
public powers to profess their beliefs.”68 Thus, there is a difference between a council member 
expressing how their own religious beliefs may impact how they will be voting on a particular 
motion, which is certainly permissible, as compared to officially setting aside time in the agenda 
for prayer, which would constitute a violation of the state’s duty of religious neutrality.  

As outlined in Saguenay, when prayer is included in an official meeting and state officials 
engage in the practice of prayer, they are not merely expressing their personal belief, but rather 
they are acting in performance of their function as a representative of the state. Justice Gascon 
elaborates, “where state officials, in the performance of their functions, profess, adopt or favour 
one belief to the exclusion of all others, the first two criteria for discrimination mentioned above, 
namely that there be an exclusion, distinction or preference and that it be based on religion, are 
met.”69 Individual councillors are free to pray at other times, and to express views informed by 
faith traditions during debate and discussion that may arise during proceedings, but they are not 
permitted to do so when they are representing the state, such as leading a council in prayer.70 
Therefore, for councillors to engage in prayer while acting in an official capacity on behalf of the 
municipal government, regardless of how inclusive that prayer may attempt to be, is a clear 
violation of the Supreme Court’s ruling. 

Winnipeg City Council’s decision to continue to include prayer in their meetings in the face of 
Saguenay was not the first, nor the last time, that this issue would be brought before this 
council. In 2012, Winnipeg resident Robert McGregor circulated a petition calling on Winnipeg 
City Council to discontinue the practice of including prayers in meetings.71 In September 2016, 

 
66 Ibid., Para. 133. 
67 Ibid., Para. 119. 
68 Ibid.  
69 Ibid., Para. 84. 
70 Ibid., Para. 119. 
71 See for example CBC News. (2012, May 10). “Winnipeg city council asked to drop prayers at meetings.” 

Available at https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/winnipeg-city-council-asked-to-drop-prayers-
at-meetings-1.1230797 (retrieved December 26, 2020).  

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/winnipeg-city-council-asked-to-drop-prayers-at-meetings-1.1230797
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/manitoba/winnipeg-city-council-asked-to-drop-prayers-at-meetings-1.1230797
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Winnipeg resident Tony Governo also voiced objections to the practice.72 Despite these 
objections and a definitive Supreme Court ruling, Winnipeg and three other Manitoban municipal 
councils persist in including prayer in their regular council meetings.  

Rotating Prayers is Not Sufficient 
The City of Winnipeg’s attempt to make the practice of opening its regular meetings with prayer 
‘more inclusive’ by rotating between councillors fails as a work-around for Saguenay. The 
procedure is dependent on the experience and knowledge of individual council members for 
giving representation to various faith traditions, which will inevitably result in the exclusion of a 
myriad of faith traditions. Given the number of meetings and the diversity of belief systems – 
religious or otherwise – globally, is it also impossible for a council to ever hope to represent all 
these belief systems.  

The act of sharing an individual prayer on any given day is discriminatory in and of itself. 
Rotating through prayers does not obviate this fact. Starting a regular council meeting with the 
prayer of one faith tradition on a given day elevates the faith tradition represented by that prayer 
over others. A municipal council cannot escape this fact simply by elevating a different faith 
tradition on a subsequent day. Doing so has the effect of shifting which group of people are 
excluded and discriminated against, without eliminating the discrimination or making meetings 
more inclusive. Nor does that fact that some Winnipeg councillors may choose to deliver 
content that does not constitute a prayer when their turn comes up in rotations, such as reciting 
“words of wisdom from philosophical traditions.”73 Winnipeg Council cannot choose to follow 
the Charter at one meeting but ignore it at the next.  

The act of sharing an individual prayer on any  
given day is discriminatory in and of itself.  

Rotating through prayers does not obviate this fact. 

Gender 
Given the dominance of men in positions of authority within the hierarchies of prominent 
organized religions, it is perhaps unsurprising to find that four (66.7%) of the prayers in 
inaugural meetings were delivered by men. This result is consistent with distributions of the 
gender of those delivering prayers or reflections in other legislative settings. Our study of prayer 
at municipal council meetings in BC found that 17 of 23 (73.9%) prayers were delivered by 
men.74  

 
72 Kives 2016.  
73 Kives 2016. 
74 Phelps Bondaroff et al. 2020. 
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As another example, the Scottish Parliament includes ‘Time for Reflection’ as part of the agenda 
of its meetings. This segment features a four-minute presentation by an invited speaker, with 
the “pattern of speakers reflects[ing] the balance of beliefs in Scotland (based on the 
Census).”75 The Scottish Parliament Information Centre maintains detailed records of all 
speakers, broken down by belief and gender, and shows that speakers have been 
disproportionately male: 76% (2016-2017), 71% (2017-2018), 63% (2018-2019), and 74% (2019-
2020).76  

Indigenous Content  
Of the municipalities with prayers in their 2018 inaugural meetings, five had prayers delivered by 
those who were members of the clergy of various Christian sects. We also found five instances 
in 2018 inaugural meetings and three instances in regular meetings, of an Indigenous territorial 
acknowledgement, traditional Indigenous welcome ceremony, or portions thereof. 

While this study is not intended to provide a detailed consideration of how these practices fit 
into municipal council meetings, we do wish to provide some discussion with respect to the 
complexity at play. There is, after all, a considerable difference, both culturally and historically, 
between the practice of beginning a meeting with an Abrahamic prayer and including 
Indigenous ceremonies or ritual welcomes in meetings. As reconciliation grows in importance in 
political discourse in Manitoba, we should expect to see – and welcome – the inclusion of more 
Indigenous elements to municipal council meetings.77 

As explored in Decolonizing Legislative Prayers,78 the contemporary practice of beginning 
legislative meetings with prayers dates to efforts to unify Protestant and Catholic factions in 
England in the 16th Century. This formed part of the Elizabethan Religious Settlement following 
the English Reformation and represented an effort by the state to impose a single religious 
viewpoint on the populous.79 This mindset infused colonialist efforts in North America during 
the subsequent centuries. Legislative prayers derive from an effort to promulgate one 
perspective on the masses. Secular arguments against such prayers, including those delineated 
in Saguenay, are grounded in individual liberty free from such coercive efforts. 

 
75 Scottish Parliament. (2020, August 20). “Scottish Parliament fact sheet: contributors to time for 

reflections: sessions 5.” Available at 
https://www.parliament.scot/ResearchBriefingsAndFactsheets/Factsheets/Contributors_to_Time_for_
Reflection_Session_5.pdf (accessed August 26, 2020). 

76 Ibid.12. 
77 Phelps Bondaroff, T.N., Bushfield, I., Marshall, K.E., Prasad, R., Laurence, N. (2020, May). “Decolonizing 

legislative prayers: A house of prayers supplementary report.” BC Humanist Association, 1-26. Available 
at https://www.bchumanist.ca/decolonizing_legislative_prayers (retrieved August 16, 2020). 

78 Ibid.  
79 Ibid.,7; and see Sandford, M. (2013). “Traditions and customs of the house: House of Commons 

background paper.” Available at https://www.parliament.uk/about/how/business/prayers/ (retrieved 
August 26, 2020); and Neale, J.E. (1950, July). “The Elizabethan Acts of Supremacy and Uniformity.” The 
English Historical Review, 65(256), 304-332. 

https://www.parliament.scot/ResearchBriefingsAndFactsheets/Factsheets/Contributors_to_Time_for_Reflection_Session_5.pdf
https://www.parliament.scot/ResearchBriefingsAndFactsheets/Factsheets/Contributors_to_Time_for_Reflection_Session_5.pdf
https://www.bchumanist.ca/decolonizing_legislative_prayers
https://www.parliament.uk/about/how/business/prayers/
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The modern adoption of territorial acknowledgements and traditional welcomes is largely 
rooted in efforts aimed at acknowledging the harms caused by colonialism, in preserving 
traditional cultural practices and in recognizing the work required in the journey towards 
reconciliation. In the case of territorial acknowledgements, this can include the recognition that 
the ownership of specific lands is still disputed in much of present-day Canada or that treaty 
obligations have and continue to be unfulfilled by the Crown. 

Blurring the line between prayer and traditional welcomes are those councils that included 
Indigenous or First Nations’ ‘blessings’ as part of their inaugural meetings, notably Winnipeg, 
Thompson and Portage La Prairie. Reviewing Elder Norman Meade’s address to Winnipeg City 
Council at its 2018 inaugural meeting sheds light on the difficulty in categorizing this kind of 
address (Appendix B). Elder Meade was invited to deliver a blessing, and his speech includes 
language that would easily be associated with a religious practice, but it also contains language 
that is certainly associated with cultural practices. This complexity is unsurprising given Elder 
Meade was ordained as an Anglican Pastor in 2015.80 In addition to this language, there are 
diplomatic and political elements to the speech and ceremony preceding it, whereby the mayor 
presented a gift of tobacco to Elder Meade. It does not seem accurate to describe this 
ceremony as being exclusively a religious, cultural, diplomatic or political practice, and instead 
the ceremony seems to blend all these elements.  

The act of defining Indigenous gatherings, rituals and ceremonies as either religious or not, is in 
and of itself politicized and complex. As Nadeau notes, “the framing of Indigenous traditions as 
religion has been a relatively recent phenomenon,”81 but it is a phenomenon that is deeply 
entwined with colonialism. Nadeau elaborates,  

when the Europeans and their Christian missionaries first arrived in the Americas, 
they interpreted Indigenous traditions as pagan tribal practices and ‘Devil 
worship.’ Until the mid-twentieth century, religions were defined by the extent of 
their faithful adherence to doctrines, the importance of their sacred texts, and 
what were true and false beliefs, all categories derived from Christianity. This 
perspective ignored the changing, complex, and daily practice of religion and 
traditions where cultures, politics, economics, and ritual intersect.82  

There is a lot to unpack in this statement. Settlers, when examining Indigenous practices, often 
draw a distinction between rituals that are ‘properly religious’ and ones that are mere 

 
80 Barkwell, L. (n.d.). “Meade, Norma. (b. 1944)”. Louis Riel Institute. Available at 

https://www.metismuseum.ca/media/document.php/149544.Meade,%20Norman%20b.%201944.pdf 
(retrieved Mar 16, 2022). 

81 Nadeau, D. (2016). “Decolonizing religious encounter? Teaching ‘Indigenous traditions, women and 
colonialism.” Mixed blessings: Indigenous encounters with Christianity in Canada. Ed. T. Bradford & C. 
Horton. Vancouver: UBC Press, 164-182, 168. 

82 Ibid. 

https://www.metismuseum.ca/media/document.php/149544.Meade,%20Norman%20b.%201944.pdf
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ceremonial.83 When contrasting Indigenous ceremonies with Christian ones, settlers found 
Indigenous ceremonies lacking elements that they associated with Christianity, and thus would 
often not categorize those ceremonies as ‘properly religious’ ones.84 It is little wonder that using 
Christianity as a benchmark as to what constitutes a religion would allow settlers to categorize 
traditions and ceremonies based on profoundly different epistemologies as something other 
than religion.  

Nadeau observed that “central to the study of Indigenous traditions is the question of 
epistemology,” noting that “Indigenous religious traditions are place-based,” and that “land – 
and specific land – serves as an ontological basis of Indigenous worldviews.”85 This 
epistemology is contrasted with “Eurocentric understandings of religion, which speak of ‘world 
religions’ and religious practices that are often viewed as disconnected from land and place.”86 
In this way, a territorial acknowledgement could be perceived as a ‘religious’ practice, but it does 
not seem accurate to classify this kind of practice as such. Assigning traditional Indigenous 
practices like a welcome, ‘blessing’ or territorial acknowledgement as belonging exclusively in 
the category of ‘religion’ fails to accurately describe these practices. As Nadeau explains, “to 
consider spirit and ceremony abstracted from the culture, values, protocols and laws of a 
tradition, as well as from the social, political and economic spheres of life, distorts a tradition.”87 
Or, as one anonymous Mohawk activist explained to Nadeau, “his tradition was not a ‘religion’ 
but a way of life.”88  

Given the nature and history of colonialism, there are many reasons why Christian language, 
beliefs and practices may be found blended within Indigenous ceremonies. A large component 
of colonialism consisted of efforts to ‘Christianize’ Indigenous peoples.89 Furthermore, culture is 
not static, and “Indigenous traditions have evolved and adapted through contact with other 
cultures, especially Christian Europe.”90 It therefore follows that today, many Elders retain a mix 

 
83 Pearson, T. (2016). “Reading rituals: Performance and religious encounters in early colonial 

northeastern North America.” In Mixed blessings: Indigenous encounters with Christianity in Canada. Ed. 
T. Bradford & C. Horton. Vancouver: UBC Press, 21-37, 23. 

84 We recognize that our own methodology involves us making this sort of delineation between Christian 
and Indigenous ceremonies. We are continuing to read, listen and reflect on how to navigate these 
waters. 

85 Nadeau 2016:170. 
86 Ibid. 
87 Ibid. 
88 Ibid., 165. 
89 See for example Bradford, T., & Horton, C., Eds. (2016). Mixed blessings: Indigenous encounters with 

Christianity in Canada. Vancouver, BC: UBC Press; and see Watts, V.A. (2016, September). “Re-meaning 
the sacred: Colonial damage and indigenous cosmologies.” Unpublished PhD Thesis, Queens University, 
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https://www.facinghistory.org/sites/default/files/publications/Stolen_Lives_1.pdf (retrieved August 29, 
2021). 
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of Christian and traditional beliefs as part of their identity.91 As such, their welcomes may be a 
compound of these values and the language associated with those traditions. 

There are other reasons why Christian language and other ritual elements may appear in 
Indigenous welcomes and blessings. One is that the Christian religious gatherings were often 
the only form of political organization permitted to Indigenous communities under oppressive 
elements of the Indian Act. As Fehr notes, in 1885, the Indian Act was amended  

prohibiting religious and political ceremonies such as the potlatch and winter 
dance of the Coast Salish. These restrictions, combined with later amendments 
of 1914, 1918, and 1927, made any gathering organized by Aboriginal people 
themselves, or discussions of land claims outside of the church, essentially 
illegal.92  

Fehr observes that some Indigenous peoples would reframe their rituals and ceremonies within 
a Christian context as a means of circumventing these oppressive laws. Fehr explored this 
practice through an examination of the I:yem memorial, a large cross installed by the Stó:lō 
Coast Salish peoples in 1938 in southwestern BC. As Fehr explains, “a Christian guise enabled 
the memorial’s creators to raise funds to publicly articulate their rights and claims to territory, 
outside of the courtroom and the long-house.”93 With other avenues prohibited by the Indian Act, 
the Stó:lō were able to use the installation of a cross as a means of asserting their hereditary 
fishing rights in the region.94 The incorporation, or one might even say appropriation, of Christian 
symbolism allowed these Indigenous peoples a means of asserting land claims when other 
avenues were blocked.  

Most Manitoban municipalities trace the structure of their meetings to a British format, with 
concomitant elements such as opening with prayer. As Indigenous welcomes and territorial 
acknowledgements have become more prevalent, some municipalities seem to have attempted 
to fit a square peg into a round hole, rather than completely rethinking the structure of their 
meetings through a lens of reconciliation.  

Simply tacking on performative Indigenous aesthetics and content such as territorial 
acknowledgements to colonial political structures and practices and calling it ‘reconciliation’ is 
insufficient. On their own, such acts fail to have a tangible impact on people’s lives and, as a 
result, may be perceived as little more than a form of colonial appropriation. As we move 
forward with the process of reconciliation, we need to challenge and alter existing structures, 
and explore how we can decolonize practices, including at municipal council meetings. 
Municipal councils should work to eliminate Eurocentric and colonial practices and structures 

 
91 See for example Aboriginal Peoples Collection. (2006). “A matter of faith: A gathering of aboriginal 

Christians.” Government of Canada, APC 24 CA. 
92 Fehr, A. (2016). “A subversive sincerity: The I:yem Memorial, Catholicism, and political opportunity in 

S’olh Téméxw.” In Mixed blessings: Indigenous encounters with Christianity in Canada. Ed. T. Bradford & 
C. Horton. Vancouver: UBC Press, 61-79, 62. 

93 Ibid. 
94 Ibid., 68. 
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that perpetuate oppression. Ideally, municipal officials should work with local Indigenous 
communities to develop ceremonies that honour and respects local Indigenous traditions and 
participants. Municipalities should also ensure that their approach to reconciliation goes well 
beyond the inclusion of symbolic acts at inaugural meetings and translates into substantive and 
progressive action and change.95 

As we move forward with the process of reconciliation,  
we need to challenge and alter existing structures,  

and explore how we can decolonize practices,  
including at municipal council meetings. 

  

 
95 See for example The Province of British Columbia and the Union of British Columbia Municipalities 

(UBCM) (2018, September 18). “Memorandum of understanding between the Province of British 
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governments on treaty agreements, non-treaty agreements and Indigenous initiatives.” Available at 
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ou_signed.pdf (retrieved August 27, 2020); and City of Burnaby. (n.d.). “City service: Indigenous people.” 
Available at https://www.burnaby.ca/City-Services/Planning/Social-Planning/Indigenous-Peoples.html 
(retrieved August 27, 2020). 
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CONCLUSION 
The Saguenay decision underscored the state’s duty of religious neutrality by describing it as a 
democratic imperative. The decision did not simply apply to the City of Saguenay, but rather to 
every municipal government across the country. As such, we should expect to see municipal 
councils adhering to the strictures established by the Supreme Court of Canada. Numerous 
municipalities in Manitoba appear to have violated this ruling: At least six who included prayer 
as part of their inaugural meetings in 2018, and at least four who included prayer in their regular 
council meetings.  

We are optimistic going forward; as a result of our research and correspondence with these 
municipalities, fewer inaugural and regular meetings will include a prayer and in so doing, will be 
more inclusive. The findings of this study, however, highlight the need to verify compliance with 
court decisions, and the vital role of ongoing research into issues of the separation of religion 
and government. 
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APPENDIX A – THE SAGUENAY DECISION 
Section 2(a) of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees Canadians the “freedom of 
conscience and religion.”96 Through a growing body of jurisprudence, the Supreme Court of 
Canada has established that in order to protect this freedom, governments have a “duty of 
religious neutrality.”97 In 2015, the scope of this duty was delineated in Mouvement laïque 
québécois v. Saguenay (City). In its unanimous decision, the Court ruled that the City of 
Saguenay, Quebec breached its duty of religious neutrality by including the recitation of religious 
prayer at the beginning of council meetings. Writing for the majority,98 Justice Gascon stressed 
the ‘democratic imperative’ for officials acting in positions of state power to maintain neutrality 
by not engaging in any form of religious practice.99 

The Initial Complaint 
Alain Simoneau was a resident of Saguenay, Quebec who regularly attended council meetings. 
He witnessed the mayor open council meetings by reciting a prayer after which the mayor would 
cross himself. Other council members and members of the public would follow suit. As an 
atheist, Simoneau felt ‘uncomfortable’ with the displays of religion while attending meetings and 
asked the mayor to stop the practice.100 After the mayor ignored his request, Simoneau, with the 
assistance of Mouvement laïque Québécois (MLQ), turned to the Commission des droits de la 
personne et des droits de la jeunesse (CDPDJ). 

In March 2007, the Commission opened an investigation into the alleged discrimination on the 
basis of religion, in violation of sections 3 and 10 of Quebec’s Charter of Human Rights and 
Freedoms.101 The following May, the Commission concluded that the prayer was discriminatory. 
Simoneau and the MLQ filed a case with the Tribunal in July 2008.102 

 
96 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, s 2, Part 1 of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to 

the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11. 
97 Saguenay, Para. 71; and see Boissinot, J. (2015, April 17). “The end of prayer in the councils of the 

nation.” The Globe and Mail. Available at https://www.theglobeandmail.com/opinion/editorials/the-end-
of-prayer-in-the-councils-of-the-nation/article24010902/ (retrieved January 3, 2019). 

98 Eight justices signed on to Justice Gascon’s decision, while Justice Abella wrote a concurrence, 
supporting the decision but disagreeing with the majority on the standards of review, see Saguenay, 
Paras. 165-173. 

99 Saguenay, Para.75. 
100 Ibid., Para. 8. 
101 Ibid., Paras. 8 and 9. Section 3 of the Charter states that: “Every person is the possessor of the 

fundamental freedoms, including freedom of conscience, freedom of religion, freedom of opinion, 
freedom of expression, freedom of peaceful assembly and freedom of association.” Section 10 states 
that: “Every person has a right to full and equal recognition and exercise of his human rights and 
freedoms, without distinction, exclusion or preference based on race, colour, sex, gender identity or 
expression, pregnancy, sexual orientation, civil status, age except as provided by law, religion, political 
convictions, language, ethnic or national origin, social condition, a handicap or the use of any means to 
palliate a handicap. Discrimination exists where such a distinction, exclusion or preference has the 
effect of nullifying or impairing such right.” See Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms, CQLR c C-12. 

102 Ibid., Para. 11. 
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While the Tribunal was reviewing the case, the Saguenay Council passed a bylaw that codified 
the opening prayer, amended the wording of the prayer in a manner that was intended to make it 
‘non-denominational,’ and provided a two-minute recess afterwards in order to allow those who 
chose to abstain from prayer and thus absent themselves, to join the meeting.103 This bylaw was 
added to the complaint.  

The Tribunal’s conclusions were unequivocal. They concluded that the “prayer was religious and 
was a breach of religious neutrality” and it was a ‘substantial’ infringement of Simoneau’s rights 
“to freedom of conscience and religion without discrimination.” 104 Further, the bylaw was for a 
“religious purpose” and therefore also a breach of neutrality.105 The Tribunal ruled that the bylaw 
should be “inoperative and invalid” – the practice of opening meetings with prayer should cease, 
and that Simoneau be awarded $30,000 in damages.106 

The Appeal and Standards of Review 
The City of Saguenay appealed the decision to the Quebec Court of Appeal, who agreed to 
review the case on the basis that it was a “matter of importance to the legal system over which 
the Tribunal did not have exclusive jurisdiction.”107 The three-panel Court of Appeal unanimously 
overturned the Tribunal’s decision and found that Simoneau’s rights were not infringed. It 
concluded that state neutrality “does not require the state to abstain from involvement in 
religious matters.” Further, cultural and “religious heritage” could be reconciled. And finally, that 
the updated prayer under the bylaw was not overtly religious but rather “expressed universal 
values.”108  

The appellate court reached this verdict on the basis of a legal review that is called the 
‘standard of correctness.’ The matter of the choice in the standard of review arose at multiple 
times during the journey of this case from the Human Rights Tribunal to the Supreme Court of 
Canada. While this is not the place for a detailed exploration of standards of review in Canadian 
jurisprudence, it is informative to outline the distinction between the two major standards in 
Canadian law. 

In reviewing administrative decisions, Canadian courts rely on a framework called a standard of 
review to judge whether that decision should be upheld or overturned. The decision of “which 
standard applies depends on what kind of decision it is.”109 The standard of reasonableness is a 
deferential standard, which means the reviewing court should defer to the expertise of the 
decision maker. It is the typical standard of review for most administrative decisions. It posits 

 
103 Ibid., Para. 12.  
104 Ibid., Paras. 15 and 16. 
105 Ibid., Paras. 15 and 16. 
106 Ibid., Para. 17. 
107 Ibid., Para. 18; and see Quebec Court of Appeal, 2013, QCCA 936, 363 D.L.R. (4th) 62, para. 37. 
108 Saguenay., Paras. 20 and 21. 
109 Supreme Court of Canada. (2019). “Case law in brief: The standard of review (taken from Vavilov in the 

‘Administrative law trilogy’).” 2019, SCC 65 and 2019 SCC 66. Available at https://www.scc-csc.ca/case-
dossier/cb/2019/37748-37896-37897-eng.pdf (retrieved August 29, 2021). 
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that a ruling is reasonable so long as it falls within a “range of possible, acceptable outcomes” 
and can be supported by evidence and the law.110 A decision that is ‘reasonable, is “based on a 
logical chain of reasoning. It must make sense in light of the law and the facts.”111 As a result, 
there can be more than one outcome, so long as that outcome was arrived at reasonably.  

The standard of correctness, on the other hand, is much stricter. This standard posits that “a 
‘correct’ decision is the only right answer in light of the law and the facts.”112 As a result, only 
one ruling could be made on the case, and the reviewing court essentially asks whether the law 
was applied correctly in making the decision. Thus, “when applying the correctness standard, a 
reviewing court will not show deference to the decision maker’s reasoning process; it will rather 
undertake its own analysis of the question.” 113 In other words, the reviewing court essentially 
ignores the decision made by the administrative tribunal and re-analyzes the case. This 
“standard is meant for cases where a decision was made that has important and wide-ranging 
legal consequences.”114 

The Supreme Court of Canada codified the test for which standard applies in its 2008 ruling in 
Dunsmuir v New Brunswick.115 In this decision, the Court delineated the following factors that 
would lead decision makers to be given deference, and for a reasonableness test to be applied:  

- A privative clause: this is a statutory direction from Parliament or a legislature indicating 
the need for deference. 

- A discrete and special administrative regime in which the decision maker has special 
expertise (labour relations for instance). 

- The nature of the question of law.  A question of law that is of “central importance to the 
legal system . . . and outside the . . . specialized area of expertise” of the administrative 
decision maker will always attract a correctness standard (Toronto (City) v. C.U.P.E., at 
para. 62). On the other hand, a question of law that does not rise to this level may be 
compatible with a reasonableness standard where the two above factors so indicate.116 

The choice of standard of review in the case was explored in both the decision and concurrence, 
which are detailed below. 

The Supreme Court of Canada 
In October of 2015, the Supreme Court of Canada heard an appeal of the decision of the Court 
of Appeal. The Supreme Court ruled that the Tribunal was correct to order the Saguenay Council 

 
110 Ibid. 
111 Ibid. 
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113 Dunsmuir v New Brunswick. 2008, SCC 9, [2008] 1 SCR 190, Para. 55. 
114 Indi. (2016, April 29). “Indi’s MLQ v Saguenay review: What went wrong in the appeal?” Canadian 

Atheist. Available at https://www.canadianatheist.com/2016/04/indis-mlq-v-saguenay-review-3-the-
appeal/ (retrieved August 29, 2021).  
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to “cease reciting a prayer in the municipal council chamber,” declared the bylaw inoperative, 
and awarded Simoneau $30,000 in damages.117 In reaching its decision, Justice Gascon 
concluded that the opening of council meetings with the recitation of a prayer “constituted 
discriminatory interference with Simoneau’s freedom of conscience and religion.”118 While the 
Canadian and Quebec Charters do not explicitly impose a duty for the state to remain neutral in 
matters of religion and belief, Justice Gascon found that in order to protect the “variety of 
beliefs” under the Canadian Charter, there is a need for “true neutrality.”119 Justice Gascon 
elaborated that  

True neutrality is concerned not with a strict separation of church and state on 
questions related to religious thought. The purpose of neutrality is instead to 
ensure that the state is, and appears to be, open to all points of view regardless 
of their spiritual basis. Far from requiring separation, true neutrality requires that 
the state neither favour nor hinder any religion, and that it abstain from taking 
any position on this subject. Even if a religious practice engaged in by the state 
is ‘inclusive,’ it may nevertheless exclude non-believers.120  

Justice Gascon ruled that there was no way for the state to remain neutral while also engaging 
in a religious practice, because doing so creates a ‘hierarchy’ where those who share the 
expressed beliefs are ranked above those who do not share them. Justice Gascon also 
explained that true neutrality is a “democratic imperative” as it ensures that institutions, like 
municipal council meetings, are a “neutral public space that is free of discrimination and in 
which true freedom to believe or not to believe is enjoyed by everyone equally.”121  

In Saguenay, Justice Gascon concluded that the prayer was in violation of the state’s duty of 
true religious neutrality and an infringement upon “Mr. Simoneau’s right to exercise his freedom 
of conscience and religion.”122 The prayer itself was expressly religious as denoted by the 
context (the content, the sign of the cross and the religious symbols) and by the admission of 
the Mayor of Saguenay himself, who declared: 

I’m in this battle because I worship Christ. When I get to the hereafter, I’m going 
to be able to be a little proud. I’ll be able to say to Him: “I fought for You; I even 
went to trial for You”. There’s no better argument. It’s extraordinary. I’m in this 
fight because I worship Christ. I want to go to heaven and it is the most noble 
fight of my entire life.123  

This supported the conclusion that the Mayor and Council used public powers to engage in a 
practice where they “adopted or favoured one belief to the exclusion of others” while acting on 

 
117 Saguenay, Paras. 151, 155, 160, and 161. 
118 Ibid., Para. 23. 
119 Ibid., Paras. 68 and 71. 
120 Ibid., Para. 137. 
121 Ibid., Paras. 73-75. 
122 Ibid., Para. 120. 
123 Ibid., Para. 92 and 116, emphasis removed. 
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behalf of the state, and thus turning council meetings into a “preferential space for people with 
theistic beliefs.”124  

Although the Saguenay Council had also allegedly tried to accommodate those who chose to 
abstain from prayer through the introduction of a bylaw that amended the wording of the prayer 
and allowed for a two-minute recess, this had the opposite effect. It exacerbated Simoneau’s 
sense of “isolation, exclusion and stigmatization” by requiring that he either conform or reveal 
his non-belief by physically separating himself from others.125  

In addition to determining whether the state’s duty of religious neutrality was breached, Justice 
Gascon ruled that the Court of Appeal had erred by applying standards of appeal to the 
Tribunal’s decision, instead of standards of judicial review. Furthermore, the Court of Appeal 
erred in using the standard of correctness instead of the standard of reasonableness. Justice 
Gascon argued that as a specialized administrative decision-maker, the Court of Appeal should 
have deferred to the Tribunal. The Court should have limited the standard of correctness to the 
question of the scope of the state’s duty of neutrality and applied a reasonableness standard to 
other questions, such as “whether the prayer was religious in nature, the extent to which the 
prayer interfered with the complainant’s freedom and the determination of whether it was 
discriminatory fall squarely within the Tribunal’s area of expertise.”126  

The Court unanimously allowed the appeal and restored much of the Tribunal’s conclusions: the 
bylaw was declared invalid, the City and Mayor were ordered to cease the recitation of prayers 
in council chambers, and the municipality had to pay $30,000 in damages to Mr. Simoneau. 

Justice Abella’s Concurrence 
In her concurrence, Justice Abella objected to the use of different standards within a single 
review and noted that approach to selecting a standard strayed from the directives established 
in Dunsmuir.127 Justice Abella wrote that “using different standards of review for each different 
aspect of a decision is a departure from our jurisprudence that risks undermining the framework 
for how decisions of specialized tribunals are generally reviewed.”128 Justice Abella insisted that 
Dunsmuir established “that questions of general importance to the legal system attract the 
correctness standard only if they are outside the tribunal’s expertise,” and that the question of 
determining whether discrimination occurred is well within the mandate of the Human Rights 
Tribunal, and is in fact its ‘daily fare.’129 The concurrence questions why the ruling subjects “one 
aspect of freedom of religion to more rigorous scrutiny than the main issue of whether the right 
itself has been violated and there has been discrimination.”130 Justice Abella elaborated that 

 
124 Ibid., Paras. 113 and 120. 
125 Ibid., Paras. 120 and 121. 
126 Ibid., Para. 50. 
127 Ibid., Para. 166. 
128 Ibid., Para. 165. 
129 Ibid., Para. 167. 
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“we have never dissected the right in order to subject its components to different levels of 
scrutiny.”131 Justice Abella elaborated, noting, 

My final concern is a practical one.  What do we tell reviewing courts to do when 
they segment a tribunal decision and subject each segment to different 
standards of review only to find that those reviews yield incompatible 
conclusions?  How many components found to be reasonable or correct will it 
take to trump those found to be unreasonable or incorrect?  Can an overall finding 
of reasonableness or correctness ever be justified if one of the components has 
been found to be unreasonable or incorrect?  If we keep pulling on the various 
strands, we may eventually find that a principled and sustainable foundation for 
reviewing tribunal decisions has disappeared. And then we will have thrown out 
Dunsmuir’s baby with the bathwater.132 

In Justice Abella’s view, the decision was within the expertise of the tribunal and should be 
reviewed entirely within a reasonableness framework. 

Justice Abella warned that “To extricate [the duty of neutrality] from the discrimination analysis 
as being of singular significance ‘to the legal system as a whole’, elevates it from its contextual 
status into a defining one.”133  This suggests a unique role for the duty of religious neutrality in 
Canadian law. Unlike the US Constitution, Canada’s Charter does not have an establishment 
clause, but Justice Abella’s view of the majority’s decision suggests the duty of neutrality is “a 
transcendent legal question.”134  

Consequences of Saguenay 
The Saguenay decision has led to further development of the scope of the state’s duty of 
neutrality by requiring the state to practice ‘true neutrality.’ In practice, the decision outlined that 
state officials, acting in an official capacity, must not profess or practice any religious belief. 
This includes the abstention of prayers at municipal council meetings. As summarized by 
Justice Gascon 

By expressing no preference, the state ensures that it preserves a neutral public 
space that is free of discrimination and in which true freedom to believe or not to 
believe is enjoyed by everyone equally, given that everyone is valued equally.135 

As such, beginning a municipal council meeting with prayer is strictly proscribed by law, and this 
prohibition is part of the democratic imperative of the state’s duty of religious neutrality.  

 
131 Ibid., Para. 170. 
132 Ibid., Para. 173. 
133 Ibid., Para. 168. 
134 Ibid. 
135 Ibid., Para. 74. 
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Since the Saguenay decision, many municipal councils across the country have amended their 
procedures to abolish prayers from meetings to comply with the ruling, but apparently not all. In 
her recent book, Lori Beaman documented several municipal officials who, commenting after 
the ruling, expressed an intention to violate Saguenay. For example, then Caledon, Ontario Mayor 
Allan Thompson declared that “personally I am disappointed, and I don’t support it… Canada 
was built on a Christian law. We’ve shown tolerance to all faiths… and I am not about to erode 
our principles.”136 Along a similar vein, the Mayor of Oshawa, Ontario announced that “I’m proud 
to be a Canadian, [and] I intend to continue doing the Lord’s Prayer prior to the commencement 
of the council meetings.”137 This reticence to comply with the law underscores the importance 
of our research into prayer at municipal council meetings across Canada.  
  

 
136 Beaman, L.G. (2020). The transition of religion to culture in law and public discourse. London, UK: 
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APPENDIX B – WINNIPEG INDIGENOUS BLESSING TRANSCRIPTION 
The following Indigenous blessing was included in the 2018 inaugural meeting of Winnipeg City 
Council. We have included it to highlight the complexities surrounding these elements – how 
defy categorization as a prayer but may also contain elements similar to prayer.  

City of Winnipeg (pop. 705,244) 

Inaugural Meeting of Council, November 11, 2018 

Delivered by: Elder Norman Meade, Métis 

Thank you for standing. As I offer a prayer this evening and as I accepted this 
tobacco from Mayor Bowmann, I accept it in a good way this evening. And as I 
offer a blessing, I’d like for us to bring that good spirit to this place, to this 
chamber, and also to our community that good spirit of love, of respect, of 
humbleness, of appreciation, for being here, of thankfulness. 

It’s so important that we, when we come together like this, at a time like this, that 
we are privileged to come and to be here. Those of you that are elected and the 
newly elected officials we know that the journey that you’re going to embark on 
is not going to be an easy journey, but it’s going to be one that you’ll be blessed 
with at different times in different places, by the people that you represent. And 
that is why we pray today for you and ask a blessing upon you. 

I always like to make sure that we honour and look to our, the women among us. 
Because they are the ones a lot of times as life givers, as providers, as ones who 
take care of families. They’re the ones that bring that good spirit to the work that 
needs to be done. And I ask a special blessing upon them. 

And upon the ones that are returning, I ask a special blessing for you too. You 
know what it’s about. When we learn together teach together it’s our saying that 
when we work together, we learn from each other in a good way. We bring that 
good Spirit that each have to the circle. And we say Meegwetch to the creator for 
that. 

We know that when the sun rises in the east each morning and it sets in the west 
in the evening that it has shown us that the natural law prevails for each and every 
one of us. And that’s the way the life cycle works. 

The children that are here, these young people of voices, the beautiful voices that 
we already heard here, are to let us know that’s a message for us. To know that 
the spirit of our young people is very much intact, very much alive, and it’s a good 
spirit I can feel it here. Especially the young children that are here I can feel that 
good spirit from them. And I say Meegwetch to the creator for that. 
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I always say that when I open with a prayer and a blessing, if you’re lacking in 
spirit (some days you will be lacking in spirit), hug that little child that’s sitting 
next to you. It might be your child or for us it’s our grandchildren or our great 
grandchildren. We hug that little one and we get filled with a spirit of love. 

That vision that you had, especially those of you that are new on council, you had 
a vision and that vision came to you in a particular way at a particular time. That 
you were going to do and be elected. You didn’t know if you were going to be 
elected but you knew that something that was happening. It was the spirit that 
was talking to you. And that’s the spirit that you’re going to draw on when you 
come in to the chamber each day to make decisions. 

We always have to remember that we are not making decisions for us personally 
individually. We’re making them for the people that elected us here. Who asked 
us to come and represent them. Sometimes it’s difficult to make those decisions, 
but I know that the great spirit Kitchi Manitou will guide you in that process. And 
you’ll be humbled by that spirit. You’ll be humbled by it. Each of us will feel that 
spirit. 

And I say Meegwetch tonight for this blessing upon you. And I know that when 
you are led by the spirit you will get good results from your work. And we will feel 
it in the city. 

I pray especially to and remember the veterans. Veterans Day is coming up. We 
wear poppies to symbolize that those that have went to war. Some who didn’t 
come back. That we remember the sacrifice that they made. We think that we’re 
making big sacrifices when we get elected to a chamber like this. Nothing 
compares to the sacrifice that our veterans have made to give us rights and 
freedoms that we embark on and that we come together here tonight to stand up 
for those rights and those freedoms that why we’re here. 

So I call upon the great spirit tonight. I call upon our ancestors. The spirit of our 
ancestors, those that we’re here before you. Maybe grandparents that we’re here 
before you. I call upon those ancestor spirits that they would give you the courage 
to go on. One of the seven faced teachings, the courage and the honesty to go 
on, to do good work that you will do together here. Meegwetch.138 

  

 
138 City of Winnipeg 2018, November 6. 
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APPENDIX C – PRAYER TRANSCRIPTIONS 
The minutes of inaugural meetings would typically note that a prayer occurred, sometimes with 
a brief description of the content of a prayer, rather than a full verbatim transcript. 

We were only able to transcribe a small number of the prayers from audio/visual recordings of 
the meetings and found it useful to reproduce them here. The sample size is too small to allow 
for quantitative analysis of these prayers, but it is informative to include transcripts of the 
prayers where they are available, to provide readers with a sense of the type of content typically 
included in these kinds of prayers. The content of prayers included in municipal council 
meetings vary, but they display a distinct religious flavour and are often overtly Christian - 
evoking the name of Jesus/Christ - and praying to one god in particular.  

City of Winnipeg (pop. 705,244) 
Regular Meeting of Council May 24, 2018 
Councillor Scott Gillingham (St. James-Brooklands-Weston Ward) 

Thank you Madam Speaker Almighty God thank you for a new day. A day of 
opportunity. A day of obligation. We’re grateful for the privilege to serve the 
citizens of our respective communities and to serve Winnipeg as a whole. We 
recognize that we serve for a season, that we fill these roles for a time. So may 
we be good stewards of this opportunity, that our work would advance the health 
and the welfare of Winnipeg. We ask you would help us to fulfill our duty with 
energy, integrity, and dedication, mindful of the decisions that we’re making 
today, understanding that those decisions will shape the city for the future. So 
grant us the courage to be decisive, the wisdom to be throughout, the humility to 
listen, and the strength to preserver. Amen [said by the speaker and others 
present].”139 

Regular Meeting of Council September 26, 2019 
Councillor John Orlikow (River Heights-Fort Garry Ward) 

“As we gather here today as Members of City Council, we seek to be ever mindful 
of the opportunities to render our services to our fellow citizens and to our 
community. Keeping in mind always the enduring values of life and exerting our 
efforts in those areas and on those things upon which future generations can 
build with confidence. We recognize that we are meeting on Treaty 1 Land, the 
traditional homeland of the Métis Nation. Let us all continue to strive to make a 
better world. Thank You.”140 

 
139 City of Winnipeg. (2018, May 24). “City of Winnipeg council meeting - 2018 05 24.” Available at 

http://clkapps.winnipeg.ca/dmis/ViewDoc.asp?DocId=17094 (retrieved November 13, 2020). 
140 City of Winnipeg. (2019, September 26). “City of Winnipeg council meeting - 2019 09 26.” Available at 

http://clkapps.winnipeg.ca/dmis/ViewDoc.asp?DocId=18328 (retrieved November 13, 2020). 

http://clkapps.winnipeg.ca/dmis/ViewDoc.asp?DocId=17094
http://clkapps.winnipeg.ca/dmis/ViewDoc.asp?DocId=18328%20
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Regular Meeting of Council September 30, 2020 
Councillor John Orlikow (River Heights-Fort Garry Ward) 

“Thank you madam speaker. Ah… I’ll wing it. We’re here today and thanks to all 
of Winnipeggers and everybody coming together in these incredibly troubling and 
difficult times. We know that we have to work together to get through these 
troubling times and as a City Council, we’ll continue to strive to do so. So for 
everybody out there that are sad or concerned or worried know that your City 
Council is here to do the best for you. Thank you.”141 

City of Steinbach (pop. 15,829) 

Inaugural Meeting of Council, November 6, 2018 
Pastor Rob Balfour, Calvary Church 

“Thank you Mr. Mayor for this invitation to be here with you and hello to everyone 
else and councillors. It is so good to be here, and I would also like to reiterate 
exactly what I said last time, you really do need a larger meeting room as the 
crowd here can attest. 

October 24, 2018 was a very very important day for the City of Steinbach because 
it was my birthday. And the City of Steinbach decided to work all together and 
pool its resources to provide for me a gift of a brand-new Mayor. And as the old 
saying is, get new councillors, keep the old, one is silver, and the other is gold. 
That also happened on my birthday. 

But all joking aside, I, and at risk of sounding like one of those people who say 
those kinds of things, I am extremely blessed, pleased, and happy for the results 
of the recent election and so I do want to welcome you all, as a citizen of this city, 
to your roles in this city in leading and serving us as our city council. 

I really love Steinbach, and as you can tell from my last name being Balfour, I’m 
a bit yon seed. I’m all the way yon over from BC where I was born and raised 
which might explain some of the things I say. So just say “you know he’s a recent 
arrival to our town” and have grace on me for all these things. But I really love 
Steinbach. I’ve loved moving here. And it’s not like I just love the fact that there’s 
all these buildings in the middle of endless Prairie. When people say we love 
Steinbach, it’s because you love the people of Steinbach, that’s what’s here: 
people, is people. And that’s what makes our city a wonderful place to be, and I 
genuinely mean that. 

A couple of things that just come to mind. It’s rare, I think, for any city to be named 
the cleanest City in North America, which Steinbach has been awarded twice. I 

 
141 City of Winnipeg. (2020, September 30). “City of Winnipeg council meeting - 2020 09 30.” Available at 

http://clkapps.winnipeg.ca/dmis/ViewDoc.asp?DocId=20408 (retrieved November 13, 2020). 

http://clkapps.winnipeg.ca/dmis/ViewDoc.asp?DocId=20408&SectionId=&InitUrl=
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know whoever was doing the testing on that didn’t see my kids’ toy room at 4:30 
in the afternoon, but somehow we squeaked through on that. 

But one of the reasons why I think that keeps happening, that award is given to 
our city is because of things like ‘pick up and walk’ where our entire city bands 
together to just go through and collect a winter’s worth of trash everywhere we 
can find it and it makes a huge difference. But that just doesn’t happen and it’s 
not even something that can just happen by a bunch of people deciding it should 
happen. It’s what happens when a city cares about itself. When people are willing 
to invest the time for this kinda thing. I love that about our city. And I also love 
about our city that we’re a city that cares and is growing with the time. 

One of the people we work with in our church has invested a lot of time in the last 
little bit in trying to connect with some of the newcomers to our city and recently 
has been offered a position to do the same thing she has been doing, but in 
Winnipeg. And just said to me, in a throw away comment: “Wow, the people in 
Steinbach are getting so much better care, are so much better cared for, are so 
much more connected than people who have maybe come here from Syria 
recently or something like that.” And again that isn’t something that just happens 
because somebody decides it should. It’s happens when people care when 
people are ready to invest their lives in each other. So I really do love this city I 
love being a part of it I’m really grateful for all that is happening here. 

You are our new elected government, and I just want to share a few words from 
scripture to remind us that government is God’s idea. First of all, God considers 
himself in government. I believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, as many people do, 
because it’s true. And the Lord Jesus Christ, we call him that because he is in 
government. He is a lord. And he rules. And he has decided that us as his image 
bearers should have government on the earth and should imitate his rule in the 
earth by having an authority that is meant for good in a world that tends towards 
not, good if left on our own.  

Everybody knows why we have bylaws about keeping the weeds down when you 
have no lawn, because if you just leave that dirt there, eventually it just becomes 
weeds, which spreads into other people’s yards and all of a sudden you are a 
dandelion farmer with no market, which is a problem. We need government. Good 
government in order to help this city continue to be a place where people love 
each other with action and deed. And so the Apostle Paul writing in Romans 
Chapter 13 says this:  

“Let every person be subject to the governing authorities. For 
there is no authority except from God, and those that exist have 
been instituted by God. Therefore whoever resists the authorities 
resists what God has appointed, and those who resist will incur 
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judgment. For rulers are not a terror to good conduct, but to bad. 
Would you have no fear of the one who is in authority? Then do 
what is good, and you will receive his approval, for he is God's 
servant for your good. But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he does 
not bear the sword in vain. For he is the servant of God, an avenger 
who carries out God's wrath on the wrongdoer. Therefore one 
must be in subjection, not only to avoid God's wrath but also for 
the sake of conscience. For because of this you also pay taxes, 
for the authorities are ministers of God, attending to this very 
thing. Pay to all what is owed to them: taxes to whom taxes are 
owed, revenue to whom revenue is owed, respect to whom respect 
is owed, honour to whom honour is owed.” 

Now, I know that technically nobody here is going to bear the sword literally. And 
that’s probably a good thing. But you can hear in these scriptures the call for 
everyone to do their part. For governors to govern well. Wanting to reward those 
who want contribute good to their area, and to lead by example by doing that, as 
well as the call for all of us, as citizens, to respect and honour and do our part to 
the proper functioning of a City. Which is what I hope we are all ready and willing 
to do as well. 

As I prepared these remarks, there was really just one word I wanted to pray, if I 
may, over the city council, and that is the word ‘courage.’ And my hope is that you 
will be a courageous city council. I know many of you long for wisdom but 
wisdom doesn’t do us good if you don’t have the courage to back it up. I know 
that many of you long for integrity and to see your visions for the city to come to 
fruition but they won’t happen in… in a good way unless you’re courageous 
enough to stand by your convictions, the good ones. To see things through with 
patience.  

And so, this is my big prayer for our city council, that you would be courageous 
as you serve and lead us and so with that being said may I pray for our city and 
for you. Heavenly Father, I come to you in the name of Jesus Christ, and I pray 
that you would, by grace and as a gift, to just bless our leader who we have 
elected and entrusted with authority which is a really weighty thing to be the 
keepers of our laws in this city. I pray father, as I know each one around this table 
before us longs to do good, wants to do good, I pray that you grant them the 
wisdom and the grace and the thoughtfulness and the patience to see their best 
intentions fulfilled. But in the midst of this lord, in a changing world, I pray that 
you would grant them great courage. That they would have steady and strong 
hearts. To not only know what the right thing to do is but to persevere in doing it. 
For the sake of this responsibility that they have been given, for the city of 
Steinbach, and that grace upon grace, King Jesus, would you bless each and 
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every one of us for your glory. All God’s people said, Amen [said by all]. Thank 
you.”142 

  

 
142 City of Steinbach November 6, 2018. 
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APPENDIX D – LETTERS TO MUNICIPALITIES WITH PRAYERS IN COUNCIL 
SESSIONS 
Letter to Municipalities with Prayers in Inaugural Council Sessions 
Subject: Unconstitutional prayer/invocation at inaugural council sessions 

January 26, 2021 

To the XXX 

In 2015, the Supreme Court of Canada ruled that it was unconstitutional to begin a municipal 
council session with a sectarian prayer as it violated the state's duty of religious neutrality. 

However, in reviewing the minutes of your municipality’s 2018 inaugural session, we note that 
an invocation or prayer occurred. 

We kindly ask that you confirm that your council will take steps to ensure future inaugural 
sessions are compliant with the Supreme Court's ruling. 

Sincerely, 

  

Emily Fagan 
Executive Director 
BC Humanist Association  
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APPENDIX E – CITY OF WINNIPEG – THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND 
PROTECTIONOF PRIVACY ACT (FIPPA 20 01 26) – FEBRUARY 9, 2021 
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APPENDIX F – CITY OF WINNIPEG – THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION AND 
PROTECTION OF PRIVACY ACT (FIPPA 20 01 26) – MARCH 22, 2021 (FOLLOW 
UP RESPONSE) 
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